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A proposal for the reform of Small Brewers Relief to protect the economic 
sustainability of small brewers and the future of cask ale.  

What is the problem? 

Around the world there has been a huge growth in interest in beer and small brewers. This has been 
supported in most countries with tax discounts for small brewers to encourage growth. In the UK 
duty rates are unusually high and so without generous Small Brewers Duty Relief (SBR), introduced 
in 2002 and providing tax relief for small brewers, many small brewers could not have been 
established. However, 15 years on from the introduction of SBR there is a cross-industry consensus 
that it needs to be reviewed. The beer market has changed but SBR has remained unchanged. This 
has led to some unintended consequences of the policy, particularly in terms of creating damaging 
market distortions and constraining growth both in the UK and in Export markets. SBR is still critical 
for the small brewing sector but reform is now long overdue. 
 
The Small Brewers Duty Reform Coalition was formed in 2017 and represents over 70 individual 
breweries, of which roughly 20% brew below 5,000hl and two-thirds below the current 60,000hl SBR 
cap. Over 35 of the Coalition are SIBA members. Coalition breweries account for an estimated 3300 
jobs and approximately 45% of all small brewery volume in the UK. 
 
Overview: 

• The whole beer market is now in volume decline, and cask ale is declining faster. The revival 
of cask ale fortunes was supported by the growth in the number of small brewers, but that is 
over. We are entering a period of consolidation as over 2,000 brewers chase a declining 
market. 

• A second serious problem is that the wholesale price of a cask of ale has not increased in 
real terms for 10 years, despite duty going up 40% in that period and input costs up an 
estimated 25%. Most small brewers are now making almost no profit from their cask beer 
sales and can only continue by drawing on reserves and cross-subsidising from shop or pub 
sales. Prices of £50-60 firkin are not sustainable. 

• If cask ale is no longer sustainably priced, there is no profit for reinvestment to improve 
productivity or help pubs and retailers with the promotion and quality standards that a 
healthy market needs. 

• Small brewers at or below 5,000 hl (equivalent to 880,000 pints or a business turnover of 
approximately £1m) who were receiving £15/firkin Small Brewer Duty (SBR) relief were able 
to compete. Those small brewers not in receipt of tax relief could not match the impact of 
the SBR discount through scale efficiencies and some have had to close or downscale their 
breweries (or are currently considering doing so). This includes many of the original 
champions of cask ale who kept going through the very difficult 1960s up to the introduction 
of SBR, and without whom cask ale may have died. They were not beaten by Watneys Red 
Barrel but are finding the current market distortion created by SBR much more difficult.  

• The new generation of brewers might not be here but for the original brewing pioneers. 
Many of that generation generously helped new start-ups, and now the whole sector needs 
to ensure the system is fair and sustainable for all.  
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• SBR has distorted the market by creating a ‘cliff edge’ at 5,000hl.  The duty subsidy at that 
level is generous, equivalent to around £200,000 or roughly 29% of turnover. If a brewer 
wishes to keep growing beyond that point they suffer a severe financial penalty as the duty 
discount is withdrawn rapidly (see example on next page). 

For example, if a multi-site pub operator demands that an average strength cask ale (4.25%ABV) 
must be sold to them at £55/firkin excluding VAT. Four brewers tender. One brews 1,000 hl a year, 
the second 5,000hl, the third 10,000hl and the fourth 20,000hl. All are very small brewers (less than 
0.01% of UK market share). The chart below illustrates the difference in costs among these brewers 
if they are to compete at selling the same firkin for £55. The first column demonstrates £ value of 
SBR, the second column shows what the duty bill (after SBR discount) is, the third column 
demonstrates what all other costs must be (raw materials, staff, promotion, distribution, etc) to sell 
at the £55/firkin price point, and finally the last column demonstrates SBR as a percent of turnover. 

 
Chart 1 

 SBR 
subsidy 
(per firkin) 

Total Duty 
(after SBR) 

All other costs plus 
profit 

SBR subsidy as % 
of turnover 

1,000hl 
brewer 

£15.93 £15.93 £39.07 29% 

5,000hl 
brewer 

£15.93 £15.93 £39.07 29% 

10,000hl 
brewer 

£7.96 £23.87 £31.13 14.5% 

20,000hl 
brewer 

£3.98 £27.85 £27.15 7% 

As brewers get bigger they can buy more efficiently and spread costs over more volume, achieving 
economies of scale. But this isn’t reflected in the current SBR system. A 5,000hl brewer has a 
significant market advantage over both a 1,000hl and a 10,000hl brewer. This materially distorts the 
market. Why can a brewer grow by five times the capacity from 1k to 5k with no financial 
disadvantage (in fact with the advantage of economies of scale) but then doubling capacity after 5k 
means reducing the subsidy by half? 

The Small Brewers Duty Reform Coalition commissioned an independent report from Europe 
Economics which took into account the views of over 100 brewers. The report found the following: 

• Choice for the end consumer has improved. 
• Smaller brewers are overcompensated for economies of scale in the industry. 
• Small to mid-sized brewers receiving little, or no, SBR could find it difficult to compete as a 

result. 
• Market entry has increased significantly, including both efficient and inefficient entrants. 
• There is a detrimental impact on exports and M&A. 
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The study also confirmed that there are significant economies of scale at 5,000 hl compared to 
1,000hl. Every duty increase further exacerbates the difference in SBR versus actual economies of 
scale and since 2002, duty (and hence the level of relief) has increased by 60%. 

Why reform of SBR is vital for the future sustainability of the small brewers 

Discussions involving many industry participants, including the Small Brewers Duty Reform Coalition, 
SIBA (of whom over half of the Coalition are members), CAMRA and the BBPA. MPs and the Treasury 
are also receptive to a review and have asked the Industry for a consensus to be put to them, agreed 
by as many brewers as possible.  Once agreement is reached, the benefits could be quick in coming 
and prove helpful to many hard-pressed brewers. Doing nothing is no longer a sustainable option. All 
brewers will benefit from a healthier, fairer and more sustainable market. 

There are a range of views as to what would work best and some opposition to any reform. In the 
past this has prevented any changes being made to the SBR scheme, but there is now a broad 
consensus on the need to improve sustainability, tackle market distortion and ensure that small 
brewers are not penalised as they grow.  

In summary, the Coalition are proposing firstly that there is no change in the 50% discount rate 
applied to all micro-breweries who produce up to 1,000hls per annum, and thereafter that there is a 
smooth graduation of duty subsidy to reflect economies of scale, ending the ‘cliff edge’ that has 
made many brewers find it financially very difficult as they grow past 5,000hl. We are proposing that 
all export volume is taken out of the calculation of total volume for SBR purposes. And we are asking 
that if a small brewer wishes to merge with another small brewer they can do so without 
immediately losing all their SBR. The Coalition also wants to ensure more benchmarking information 
is available to small brewers so they can quickly improve their productivity and improve 
profitability.  

We estimate these improvements will generate around £10m of additional value per year to the 
sector at a time when profitability is declining. Reform will also give an important boost to one 
product type in particular – cask ale. If we do nothing, the accelerating rate of decline will continue 
and many drinkers as well as many brewers will be worse off – and an iconic part of our drinking 
culture endangered. The detail of the proposals is listed below. 

What are the Campaign proposals? 

• SBR should be reformed as soon as possible. The Treasury can undertake a formal review at 
any time.  

• The 50% discount rate should continue to apply to all micro-Brewers – those below 1,000 hl 
per year (equivalent to 170,000 pints a year or a turnover of around £200,000 a year). In 
practice, over 60% of the UK’s 2000+ brewers operate below this level, so the majority will 
see no change as a result of the Coalition’s proposals. 

• The discount rate is then extended up to the European level of 200,000hls (from the current 
60,000hl cap) but reduces at a rate that is in line with the average estimated improvement in 
productivity. This means individual brewers - if they wish - can grow, improve productivity 
and still be able to compete with both smaller and bigger brewers within the sector. The 
detailed changes are described in the table below. The proposals would not remove SBR 
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subsidy, there would be some modest reductions in subsidy for brewers between 1,000hl 
and 5,000hl but some of this reduction could be recouped using export growth. 

• Decouple SBR from the main beer excise duty rate to avoid any future distortive effects of 
significant changes in duty, and concentrate SBR upon reflecting ongoing diseconomies of 
scale.  

• All Export volume is removed from the calculation (providing total brewed volume remains 
below 200,000 hl to comply with EU rules). 

• If a brewery merges with another brewery then the cash value of the combined SBR is 
phased down over three years but limited to one transaction every three years. 

• Trade organisations will provide guidance on cost benchmarking to help small brewers 
identify productivity opportunities. 

Volume HL HMRC 
Discount % 

SBDRC Proposed 
Discount % 

SBDRC Proposed 
Saving/HL £ 

Variance vs Current 
Scheme (per firkin) 

1,000 50% 50% £40.07 £0.00 
2,000 50% 48% £38.54 -£0.62 
3,000 50% 46% £37.07 -£1.23 
4,000 50% 44% £35.20 -£1.99 
5,000 50% 42% £33.42 -£2.72 
6,000 42% 40% £31.74 -£0.68 
7,000 36% 38% £30.13 £0.62 
8,000 31% 36% £28.61 £1.46 
9,000 28% 34% £27.17 £2.01 

10,000 25% 32% £25.80 £2.36 
15,000 17% 22% £17.54 £1.71 
20,000 13% 17% £13.41 £1.39 
25,000 10% 14% £10.94 £1.20 
30,000 8% 12% £9.30 £1.07 
40,000 4% 9% £7.25 £1.60 
50,000 2% 7% £5.53 £1.72 
60,000 0% 5% £4.22 £1.73 

100,000 0% 2% £1.43 £0.59 
150,000 0% 1% £0.53 £0.22 
200,000 0% 0% £0.25 £0.10 

The above table shows the benefits of SBR for brewers at various different annual volume levels. The 
SBDRC proposals show a 50% reduction in beer excise duty remains in place for those brewing up to 
1,000hls annually, tapering to a 0% reduction at a production level of 200,000hls per annum. The 
rate of this tapered reduction falls more closely in line with the modelled economies of scale 
advantages which brewers can expect to achieve as their production levels increase.  

Still, we recognise that the Coalition model may be contested on the grounds of “pulling the ladder 
up” by those who had benefitted from the current SBR structure themselves. However, our proposal 
cannot be viewed on SBR relief alone, but on the additional factors of exports and potential merger 
relief too. For example, brewers at 5,000hls will be most affected but our proposal also advocates 
for the removal of exports as part of annual production totals. If a brewer at 5,000hls were exporting 
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just 10%, they would be able to recoup a large portion of any loss of relief under the Coalition 
proposals. If we include the potential added benefit of mergers, that same brewer would see an 
added average value of up to £83,560 in relief per year for 3 years, so overall a significantly stronger 
position than today. Our proposal doesn't pull the ladder up, it extends the ladder in a sensible way 
for those who want to keep climbing. 

Under these proposals the vast majority of the benefit will go to those brewers already receiving SBR 
and only 2% of the total cost of SBR to the Treasury will be directed at small brewers between 
60,000 and 200,000 hl. That is significantly less the support given by government to similar sized 
brewers in both the US and Europe. 

What will this cost and who will benefit? 

• It is estimated this will cost the Treasury an extra £10m on a current scheme cost of around 
£70m. 

• The benefit to the Government is primarily in additional tax revenues from 
protecting/growing employment, resolving a clearly evidenced tax anomaly, gains in UK 
export sales and improving UK productivity.  

• There is a strong parallel between the acknowledged deficiencies in the SBR scheme and the 
VAT taxation system, which is currently being investigated to address the artificial cut off 
point for “Small Businesses” with a turnover up to £85,000. A turnover of this size would 
broadly equate to a brewer producing 500hls per annum, or 90,000 pints/year.  

• For the pub operators there could be a small increase in the wholesale cost of some cask 
conditioned beers, but that would help rebuild overall sustainability in the sector and 
support the future of a wide range of local cask ales.  

• The UK drinker benefits because the system will ensure the cask ale sector is more 
sustainable for the long term, ensuring choice on the bar. It will also ensure communities do 
not lose more of the long-established family brewers or the popular local microbrewers 
brewing cask ale.  

• Reform of SBR will encourage more focus and thought by both brewer and retailer as to 
what levels of sustainable pricing need to be established. Cask ale is a high quality crafted 
beer that requires time and skill to brew and serve yet is still selling at a significant discount 
to mainstream keg lagers and ales.  Reform will ensure the sector is sufficiently sustainable 
to survive, and those who work hard to produce great beer are fairly rewarded, whatever 
their size. 

Source of data: A combination of Europe Economics report, HMRC, BBPA and SIBA data and SBDRC estimates. 
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Questions and Answers 

Q.  Isn’t this just taking from the small to give to the big? 
 
A. No, these proposals still result in discount for over 95% of small brewers immediately and the 
market should become more sustainable. It is misleading to characterise this as a David vs Goliath 
issue. All the brewers concerned are small – in most countries ‘small’ would be seen as under 1% of 
domestic market and little global reach. A brewer of around 200,000hl is less than 0.5% UK market 
share, and 40,000hl less than 0.1%. The market distortion affects brewers below 1,000hl as well as 
brewers above 5,000hl. 

Q. MPs will never support this – they are desperate not to be seen doing anything that would 
upset any constituent at present. 

A. MPs understand the issue already and many are supporting reform. They recognise the need to 
support an important industry that supports many jobs and could be a bigger exporter, and know it 
needs to be healthy and competitive – market distortion and barriers to growth work against that. 
MPs clearly understand that a medium to long term view needs to be taken and that this is 
significantly more important than the minor changes which are being proposed to the current 
scheme below 5,000hls per annum. Indeed, VAT reform is significantly more controversial as the 
businesses affected, those above £85,000 turnover, are generally smaller than brewers producing 
500-1000hls. 

Q. Why don’t we just leave the 5,000hl limit where it is and ask for all the other things? 

A. The Treasury will only accept a call for change if there is a clear economic logic for it. The scheme 
is also referred to as ‘progressive beer duty’, but it isn’t at present. Aligning the duty discount to 
economies of scale is logical and justifies reform, as does removing obvious tax anomalies and 
barriers to growth. Just asking for ‘more subsidy’ is not credible. We need to demonstrate a 
responsible approach to duty reform to engage effectively. The Government has shown they want to 
help, in particular to boost exports and productivity in our sector. 

Q. The SBR system helped me grow to 5,000 hl and I do not want to be seen ‘pulling up the ladder’ 
so others cannot benefit as I did. 

A. This is understandable, but you are not pulling up the ladder – the changes being proposed are 
modest and may well be offset by other benefits you did not have. All brewers should have a loyalty 
to fellow small brewers trying to grow, but equally show concern for the sector as a whole – if we do 
not do something, it will be unsustainable for all. Also consider the many fellow brewers who were 
bigger than you, but still small – they have had 15 years of trying to compete with no or very limited 
tax relief, and many have been suffering – is that any more fair?   

Q. Why don’t we keep it simple and just double the 50% rate to 10,000hl? 
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A. This would only make the current problems of market distortion worse. Many members of the 
coalition would be huge financial beneficiaries of such a policy but they are not asking for it because 
it would simply move the point of the market distortion. The call is for a fair and sustainable market, 
not ‘more subsidy’.  

Q. Yes, it is very difficult to grow past 5,000hl but I did it so why should others be helped? 

A. A level playing field and a dynamic sector is in everyone’s long term interest. If the playing field is 
level and growth is easier, that makes for a healthy sector. 

Q Why do we have to concede any subsidy below 5,000hl? Duty is already too high, and the 
government should give us a bigger cut. 

A. The headline rate of beer duty is too high, we are all agreed on this point. By highlighting the 
problem of SBR we also emphasise the overall problem of high duty rates. In Europe SBR operates 
but the difference is on average less than £5/hl, not £40. These points supported the successful 
campaign for a freeze last November, and the ongoing campaign continues to highlight that duty in 
the UK is far too high.  

Q. Why should I care - I am happy to stay small and SBR gives me a helpful advantage over larger 
brewers? 

A. This is not about favouring one sub group over another – it is about the health of the whole sector 
and in particular cask ale – all brewers will benefit from a more sustainable market and competing 
on a level playing field. 

Q. How can I put up my prices to cover the extra duty because others will just undercut me? 

A. That is a commercial judgement for each brewer, balancing the popularity of their beers versus 
the competition. In some case, the benchmarking exercise may highlight cost savings you could 
make as opposed to price increases. 

Q. I don’t care about Export because it isn’t profitable enough so why would I want to support that 
change? 

A. In a very crowded domestic market, this is a great opportunity for some brewers to focus on an 
area of growth - British beer is well respected and can grow in many markets. Government is very 
keen to work with the brewing industry to facilitate exports and help reduce costs and other 
barriers. Removing Export from the duty calculation will immediately make it more worthwhile. 

Q.  I am not going to be selling or merging with another brewer so why would transitional relief be 
good for me? 

A.  It wouldn’t, but it could be very helpful to your fellow brewers, especially those looking to retire 
or share resources with neighbours.  And it is likely to improve the sale value of all small brewers. 
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Q. Some small brewers are not paying all the duty or VAT that they should – look at some of the 
deals out there. Why aren’t you addressing that? 

A. If that is happening it should be reported – there is an HMRC fraud hotline and Trade bodies 
should raise the matter if it is widespread. It is not our focus. It is however interesting to note that 
the Treasury is about embark upon a revision of VAT for small businesses and there are some very 
clear parallels between this and the current SBR scheme. 

Q. The real problem is access to market – I could sell lots more if I could access more pubs. 

A. Market access is a different and equally complex issue. Conflating the two only serves to weaken 
both arguments. Access has significantly improved in both the on and off trade over the last 10 years 
– there is more to go, but we need a profitable sustainable small brewer sector to take advantage of 
it. Unprofitable sales are useless. 

Q. Why haven’t the various Industry bodies agreed a solution – that is their job? 

A. They have tried over the last 4 months. The Coalition of Small Brewers, SIBA, CAMRA and the 
BBPA have had a number of confidential discussions, encouraged by MPs and the Treasury Minister. 
The Coalition had indicated they were prepared to compromise in order to reach a consensus.  

Q. How do I know the Treasury will implement change? 

A. We don’t – all we can do is present a convincing a case as possible from as many brewers 
as possible with the support of as many of their MPs as possible. But we do know that, 
unusually, we have created a level of momentum such that they are willing to listen, 
understand the case and can see the economic upside from an additional increase in the SBR 
bill. We could of course simply ask the Treasury to carry out a review of SBR, and this we 
would do if an industry consensus could not be reached, but we strongly believe that we 
should present the Treasury with a specific set of proposals in order to avoid a potential 
solution which could contain even more unintended consequences. 

  

 


